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Abstract: In contemporary field of visual arts, the borders between art, architecture, landscape architecture and 
landscape are dissolved. Architecture and landscape architecture became a field for artists as we will see, and the 
architecture and landscape architecture designs became more and more artistic even they are the result of 




South of Antwerp’s city center, just across the Ring highway, lays one of the cities’ 
largest green areas. In 1910, the City of Antwerp bought an entire property and opened the 
park to the public. In 1950, an international sculpture open air exhibition was held here. It was 
a great success and it became a permanent fixture. This exceptional collection consists in 
more than 300 sculptures and other works of art.  
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
As an invitee teacher in Belgium, I had the opportunity to take a direct contact with 
some up to date achievements in the field of landscape architecture. One of the most 
interesting of them is Middelheim Open-Air Museum of Sculpture in Antwerp.  
The methods used in order to elaborate a critical view on this park were to study: 
- the landscape design of the park; 
- the charming areas in the parkland; 
- the environment in order discover without any charm surroundings;  
- the relationship between the works of art and the landscape; 
- the works of art in order to revel their affiliation with various artistic tendencies; 
- the concept of each work of art, as a cultural approach;  
- artists’ involvement in humanity’s problems;  
- the whole activity of these artists (works of art, writings, affiliation to various artistic 
tendencies and movements) and to discover negative images in the parkland. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSIONS,  
 
Middelheim park (27ha.), with its vegetal richness is the place for an exceptional 
collection of modern and contemporary works of art.  
In situ analyze revels some important characteristic features of this place where the 
artists are interested in nature and nature values the works of art: 
- The park is divided into two distinct areas: Middelheim-Hoog to the south, with modern 
western sculptures and Middelheim-Laag to the north, with contemporary works of art.  
- There are two different ways to place sculptures and experimental works of art: a “classical” 
one, for modern sculptures and an “unconventional” one, for contemporary works of art.  
- Modern works of art are placed in open areas surrounded by trees.  
- Contemporary creators have chosen wooded areas to grasslands and lakes to exhibit their 
works of art. 
- Middelheim Open-Air Museum offers a profound approach in the current tendencies in the 
visual arts and in the continuity between the artistic movements of the twentieth century. 
- The interest in nature of contemporary artists is more and more important.  
- The artistic valences of the vegetation, with its ephemeral, versatile image, create o strong 
contra point to artists’ interventions. 
- The presence of the vegetation, with some spectacular specimen of trees, is exceptionally 
vigorous.  
- Negative images are caused by the uncontrolled vegetation growth or by the composition of 
the new areas. 
 
 
The Open-Air Museum of Sculpture Middelheim in Antwerp, Belgium 
 
Here are some of the features which make Middleheim to be such a successful 
museum: 
- creating a succession of different kinds of spaces: large bright opened spaces and 
narrow dark passages for the performance of the natural light, a set-painting of light and 
space;  
- creating directions onto a view or a work of art: some flagstones placed on a 
walkway (the American artist Carl André, Weather in Way, 2001), a foot bridge (the 
American artist Matt Mullican), a pathway through the dense foliage of the bushes; 
Directions 
      
Carl André, Weather in Way, 2001        Matt Mullican’s footbridge onto Per Kirkeby’s Architekturskulptur, 1993 
 
Reflections and/or transparency 
        
Corey McCorkle, Yayoi, 2005                                                                                   Luciano Fabro, Bagnanti, 1994 
 
Dan Graham, Belgian Fun, 2004 
- creating a game of reflections and/or transparency by using curved glass (the 
American artist Dan Graham, Belgian Fun, 2004), steel (the American artist Corey McCorkle, 
Yayoi, 2005) and marble (the Italian artist Luciano Fabro, dead this year, used reflections for 





       
The pavilion with pillars, of the Dutch architect Charles Vandenhove, 1998 
 
      
Paul McCarthy, Air Born, Air Borne, Air Pressure exhibition, 27/5 - 28/10/ 2007  
two inflatable sculptures: S.H.I.T. Pile (left) and Captain Morgan Bottle (right), from a series of eight 
 
- creating a contrast with the vegetation and the whole landscape, using clearings, 
thickets, grasslands, the surface of the lake, the trunks of the trees, … to place theirs works of 
art: the American artist Paul McCarthy (Air Born, Air Borne, Air Pressure, a collection of 8 
works of art), the Dutch architect and designer Charles Vandenhove (The pavilion with 
pillars, 1998), the Danish physicist Per Kirkeby (Architekturskulptur, 1993), the Belgian 
architect and town planner Luc Deleu (installations with containers) and many others. 
- creating new perspectives upon the landscape, the light, the vegetation, … especially 
for the pavilions and the woks of art which are placed up, between the brunches of the trees: 
Juan Muñoz (Two figures for Middleheim, 1993) and Jef Geys (Mama, 2002), or hided down, 
on the soil, between the bushes (Matt Mullican with his own cosmological system 




      
Jef Geys, Mama, 2002                                                                                  Per Kirkeby, Architekturskulptur, 1993 
 
     
Juan Muñoz, Twoo figures for Middelheim, 1993                                                 Matt Mullican, Pictogram, 1993 
 
The changing color of the sky, the rustle of the leafs, the sunlight filtered through the 
foliage of the trees or through the rain drops, creating rainbows, the perfume of the flowers 
are some of the most important features of this unconventional museum. These are the 
reasons for coming here in any season and to come back in every season, at different hours of 




We can talk about creators, not artists, because there are all kinds of people who have 
an artistic intercession and an artistic result of their work. They are artists, environmental 
artists, architects, designers, physicians, … As we can see, more and more architects, 
designers and landscape designers have an artistic approach and artists’ installations have an 
architectural image. Some artists surprise us by their focus on sex, aggression, consumption 
society and global heating, as Paul McCarthy with his eight inflatable sculptures in his own 
exhibition organized this year in Middleheim and named Air Born, Air Borne, Air Pressure. 
Some of them are interested in topographical features of the parkland and hide their works in 
the most unexpected places, like Matt Mullican. So, the visitor is invited to look carefully for 
the works of art and to observe the most insignificant detail of the nature. Contemporary 
creators destroyed the borders between visual arts, architecture, landscape architecture and 
landscape. They are using all kinds of materials for their works of art (glass, stone, steel, 
brick, retrieved materials), such as Pedro Cabrita Reis (The passage of the hours, 2004), Per 
Kirkeby (Architekturskulptur, 1993), Belgian architect Charles Vandenhove (The pavilion 
with pillars, 1998), Luc Deleu (Pavilion, and Containers 1987). These creators come from all 
over the world, so we can talk about a global movement of our days. As a consequence, 
Middleheim is a place for everyone: children, young people, old people, families, and 
disabled people. Their access to art, in their individualistic way, according to their wishes, is 
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